
AWAKEN YOUR FEMININE FIRE JOURNEY: SPIRAL 2 
 
Weeks 8 - 13 (June 12 - July 17): Earth & Physical Body -  YOUR SACRED FEMININE 
ESSENCE & PURPOSE EMBODIED. BODY AS TEMPLE. NEURO 101 FOR WOMENS HEALTH. 
 
• Week 8 (Jun 12)  SEMINAR #2. Annamaya Kosha. Malama ‘Aina! Root Down & In to Rise Up & Out. Structures 

in Service of Feminine Fire Freedom & Flow. 
• Week 9 (Jun 19) Group Call #3 (Vision Sharing Part 2)  
• Week 10 (Jun 26) LUMINARY Presentation by Dr. Ivory Raye on Naturopathic Approaches to Women’s Mental 

& Emotional Health 
• Week 11 (Jul 3)  Group Call #4 (Group Coaching, Mastermind & Throne of Truth Hot Seat ;) ) 
• Week 12 (Jul 10) NaiAsana Yoga & Flow 
------ PERSONAL INTEGRATION Week 13 (Jul 17) NO GATHERING ------- 

  
“I believe that we learn by practice.  

Whether it means to learn to dance by practicing dancing  
or to learn to live by practicing living, the principles are the same. In each, it is the performance of a dedicated precise set of acts, physical or 

intellectual, from which comes shape of achievement, a sense of one's being, a satisfaction of spirit. One becomes, in some area, an athlete of 
God. Practice means to perform, over and over again in the face of all obstacles, some act of vision, of faith, of desire.  

Practice is a means of inviting the perfection desired.”  
 

~ Martha Graham 

 
SPIRAL 2 THEMES 
 

Element: EARTH   
KOSHA: Annamaya Kosha (PHYSICAL BODY) 
WHEEEL DIRECTION: West 
 
GODDESSES: Gaia & Tara are your goddess guides for the next 6 
weeks of your spiral journey.  
 

  
Gaia is here to remind you to nurture, honor and celebrate 
your relationship to both our collective Earth Mother and your 
individual earth body.  

The Legacy and Story of Gaia  (by Detraci Regula) 
https://www.tripsavvy.com/greek-mythology-gaia-1525978 

In Greek mythology, Gaia was the first deity from whom all 
others sprang. She was born of Chaos, but as Chaos receded, 
Gaia came into being. Lonely, she created a spouse named 
Uranus, but he became lusty and cruel, so Gaia persuaded her 
other children to help her subdue their father. 

Cronos, her son, took a flint sickle and castrated Uranus, 
throwing his severed organs into the great sea; the 
goddess Aphrodite was then born of the mixing of the blood 
and foam. Gaia went on to have other mates including 
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Tartarus and Pontus who she bore many children with including Oceanus, Coeus, Crius, Theia, Rhea, Themis, Mnemosyne, Phoebe, Tethys, 
the Python of Delphi, and the Titans Hyperion and Iapetus. 

Gaia is the primal mother goddess, complete in herself. The Greeks believed that an oath sworn by Gaia was the strongest since no one 
could escape from the Earth herself. In modern times, some earth scientists use the term "Gaia" to mean the complete living planet itself, as 
a complex organism. In fact, many institutes and scientific centers around Greece are named after Gaia in honor of this tie to the earth. 
 

 
GODDESS Tara is here to remind you to 
find your center through your body during 
times of flux.  
 
Tara ~ Centering: 

“I sit with my attention focused on my breath 
breathing in and out 
inhaling and exhaling 
taking in and letting go 
the dance of creation 
the dance of the universe 
the dance of life 
I sit in stillness 
in focused awareness 
breathing in and out 
as the ocean that is life 
churns and pulses around me 
as oceans of incarnations 
swirl and twirl through me 
beside me 
all around me 
My eyes see all 
know all 
and watch As I breathe 
Still. Focused. Aware. Centered. 
Mythology: 

Tara (prounounced tah’rah), who originated in India and whose name means “star,” is a major Goddess in the 
Tibetan pantheon. She is known to help those who call upon her in tumultuous times of need, to steer a clear 
path, to find the stillness and strength within. She is also the Goddess of self-mastery and mysticism. From the 
first tear of compassion, a lake was formed. From the middle of this lake, a lotus emerged. When it bloomed, 
Tara emerged. Although offered reincarnation in male form, she swore to be ever incarnated as a woman.” 

Meaning of the card: “Tara is here to remind you to center. It is time to nourish wholeness by going within and 
strengthening your center by focusing your awareness. Let the turmoil of life go on without you. It is hard to hear 
your own voice in the midst of the frenzy of life. Go into the quiet, go into the calm. When you return you will be 
stronger and more capable of dancing with what life has to offer.”* 

~by Amy Sophia Marashinsky and Hrana Janto 
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MUDRA: Prithivi Mudra* 
 

Prithivi means “Earth” and this mudra is specifically practiced 
for Annamaya Kosha. Anna mean “food” or “matter”.  This 
mudra is especially helpful for: 
 

• Enhancing embodiment 
• Supporting optimal posture 
• Reducing stress and blood pressure 
• Improving eliminatory health 
• Instilling a sense of security 

 
*Sourced from Mudras for Healing and Transformation by 
Joseph and Lilian Le Page 
 
 
 

 

CHANT: Om Namah Gaia (Mother Earth I adore and bow to you) 
 
Om Namah Gaia 
Om Namah Gaia 
Om Namah Gaia 
Gaia Om Namah 
 
RITUAL: Plant a seed in your garden!!! Or plant a flower in a pot. Get your hands into the Earth. Do 
some Nature Art… or some Body Art! For those of us still menstruating, a very powerful ritual is giving 
our blood to the Earth. Please feel free to share ideas of other rituals inside the private facebook 
group. 
 
ALTAR PIECE: As we move into each Element & Kosha, I invite you to add a new item to your Inner 
Fire Altar. For the element of Earth, there are a plethora of possibilities! These include crystals, stones, 
soil, leave, wood, seeds, etc.,… Please share a photo of what sacred item ends up on your altar for this 
Spiral!  
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INNER FIRE WISDOM JOURNALING QUESTIONS:  
 
On the Lokahi Elemental Medicine Wheel, we now spiral from the element of Air and the Kosha of Vijnanamaya in 
the North, counter clockwise to the cardinal direction of the West. Here in the Earth element, we dig deep to 
plant the vision seeds we conceived in Air, so they can root down to rise up!  
 
In Air, we explored our relationship with our minds and our thoughts, and the more 
formless realms above. In Earth, we explore our relationship with our physical 
bodies (our Annamaya Kosha), and the realms of the more tangible. Here, we 
begin to give shape to our thoughts. Here, we embrace the smell, sight, taste, and 
touch of the world around and within us. What do you notice in this moment?  
 
THIS is the practice. As we move into Annamaya Kosha, we bring Vijnanamaya 
Kosha with us, on this journey of integration. We invite our Observer and Wisdom 
Body to notice (without judgment) all the nuances of this physical realm.  
 
One very important aspect of what we explore in this spiral is not only our 
relationship to our physical bodies (and to the Earth!), but also our relationship to 
everything that goes into or onto our bodies.  
 
In relationship to Awakening Your Feminine Fire & Flow, this is the realm where you create the physical structures 
to support freedom and flow. There is no river without banks. There is no dancer without a body. There is no yin 
without yang.  
 
The first structure I encourage you to embrace is COMMITMENT. Based on your “Why’s”, which of those bliss 
bubbles are you willing to commit to with a capital “C”? I shared this in the call and will share again here, one 
powerful example of how commitment actually creates MORE (not less!) freedom is in choosing a monogamous 
love relationship. At first it may seem that NOT choosing is what keeps us free… however, most humans learn 
very quickly there is much more to “maintain” and “work” on in trying to manage more than one intimate 
relationship, or career, or anything else we can think of relevant to this topic.  
 
So, which of those seeds conceived in Air do you commit to planting in Earth?  
 
AND… WHAT STRUCTURE(S) CAN YOU CREATE TO SUPPORT THE FRUITION OF YOUR VISIONS? What 
actions, practices, and rituals can you commit to?  
 
As you till the fertile soils of your heart to plant the seeds of your intentions into the Earth, as you dig deep into 
the roots of your being, notice what you feel in your body. What do you notice in your natural daily, weekly and 
monthly rhythms? What ways of being (PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL OR MENTAL) or habits must you let go of? What 
ways of being or tools might best support you? How are you practicing self-care of your physical body? You’ve 
come really far and you’ve dug pretty deep, and now it’s time to dig even deeper to lay down a foundation to 
support all there is to come!  
 
Finally, for those of you who are still not yet CLEAR about your visions, rest assured it’s OK!! The vision you can 
hold can simply be a vision of yourself smiling, glowing, radiating, vibrating at the highest frequencies possible! 
Imagine yourself as health & happy as possible. Sink into the foundation of the TRUTH that you don’t have to DO 
ANYTHING to have intrinsic value in yourself and in your life. You are whole, complete, and divinely perfect and 
purpose-FULL, exactly as you ARE. The rest is icing on the amazing cake that is YOU.  
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CHECKLIST FOR SPIRAL 2 PATHWAY 
 

ü Complete the survey to provide feedback on your journey so far (by June 
19th) 

ü Complete your Spiral 2 Kosha Check-in Sheet (by June 19th) 
ü Complete Alchemy Sheet 1 – MOON PATTERNS & WOMB WISDOM (by 

July 24th) 
ü Complete Alchemy Sheet 2 – STRUCTURES TO SUPPORT BIRTH OF 

YOUR VISIONS (by July 24th) 
ü Continue to dedicate 5 min a day to NaiAsana (Flow, Dance and Yoga!) 
ü Continue practicing Inner Fire Womb Heart Meditation 

 
 
References and Recommended Readings:  
 

1) The Female Brain by Louann Brizendine, M.D.  
2) Nakahara, T., et al. (2007). Effect of juggling therapy on 

anxiety disorders in female patients. BioPsychoSocial 
Medicine, 1:10, May 2007 

3) Scholz, J, et al. (2009). Training induces changes in white 
matter architecture. Nature Neuroscience, Nov: 12 (11): 1370-
1371. 

4) Verghese, et al. (2003). Leisure activities and the risk of 
dementia in the elderly. New England Journal of Medicine. 
348: 2508-2518.  

 
Recommended Viewings:  
 

1) The Female Brain, the FILM!!! Had no idea it just came out in 
2017!! And actually JUST discovered this while writing this 
section of your guide!!!   

2) The Fuzz Speech by Gil Hedley (posted in private FB group)  
3) Tina Nance & Kate on Embodying and Understanding Your 

Body (posted in private FB group) 
4) Will keep posting as more come to mind!  
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Spiral 2  

KOSHA CHECK-IN 
Do not look back at your scores from Spiral 1 (yet!). 

 
THE KOSHA SYSTEM & PHILOSOPHY: YOU AS A MULTIDIMENSIONAL BEING 
 

 
 
When you’re looking at this “map” which of these areas do you feel like you have a really strong 
connection to? Or a weak connection with? 
 
On a day-to-day basis, on a scale from 1 to 10 (10 being ‘almost always excellent, strong, healthy, 
balanced and growing’ and 1 being ‘almost never feels strong, healthy, balanced or accessible’) 
 
My physical body (Earth) : 
 
My prana or energy body (Water) how awake or tired you feel:  
 
My personality body (Fire) mental & emotional: 
 
My expression body (Fire) ability to express, manifest, and take goal-oriented actions): 
 
My intuitive body (Air): 
 
My wisdom body (ability to discern or bear witness without judgment): 
 
My bliss body (living aligned with who I truly am):  
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THE FEMALE BRAIN & NEUROENDOCRINOLOGY 
Here are the diagrams and figures (packed full of great info) from my presentation: 
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Spiral 2 ~ Alchemy Sheet 1 Instructions 

MOON PATTERNS & WOMB WISDOM 
(For both menstruating and post-menopausal goddesses) 

 
 
Because women are whom I primarily work with, these are facts that matter within and actually shape their 
coaching journeys, our coaching partnership, and most importantly their relationship with themselves and the 
world around them.  
 
The Female Brain Fact #1. Did you know there’s up to and sometimes beyond 25% increase of neural 
connectivity in the hippocampus during the 1st two weeks of her moon cycle? What this means is that we 
naturally think more clearly, quickly, and remember more during this time. For those of you still menstruating, 
this is the time to be in ACTION and to be rewiring the way you think.  
                       
The Female Brain Fact #2. Moon cycle hormone waves reset & rewire how the brain and body perceive & 
respond to stress through their powerful effects on the Hypothalamic Pituitary Adrenal Axis (HPA-axis) and the 
amygdala. So women, in essence and quite literally cycle through different personalities as the moon wanes & 
waxes. We all are aware of this, however, society is still slow to embrace the colors of this Truth as something 
beautiful & important. For those of you still menstruating, what this means if you have had the energy dial turned 
up for awhile in “go” mode, it’s time to let off the gas, and encourage more reflection, rest, and rewiring of how 
you move and spend time in your bodies. Here’s where we usually have to “work” the hardest. Most women 
don’t know how to slow down, and if they do, they feel “bad” about it, and it ends up wrecking their psychology, 
physiology and their spirits.  
 
The Female Brain Fact #3. Your body still cycles with the cycles of the gravitational and cosmic effects of La Luna 
(The Moon!). Thankfully, you don’t have to deal with the intensities of estrogen and progesterone cycling! And I 
invite you to participate in this exercise to track your emotions and energy patterns as the moon wanes and 
waxes. This is sadly an even less studied area of female neurophysiology, but that shouldn’t stop you or us from 
inspired scientific self-study. J  
 
On the next page, I have included a “Charting By the Moon” worksheet created by Clara Bitcon.  I love this 
particular worksheet for it’s simplicity and easeful utilization by women at ANY age.  
 
I can’t wait to learn what patterns you discover within you that are connected to the patterns of the Moon.  
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Spiral 2 ~ Alchemy Sheet 2  
STRUCTURES TO SUPPORT  

BIRTHING MY VISIONS INTO THE WORLD 
 
This is simply a worksheet for to begin sketching the parameters of your new 
experiments! Expect that the first few structures you create will essentially be 
rough drafts of the masterpieces bubbling up from your wisdom and knowing 
within.  
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A MESSAGE & INVITATION to reconsider your beliefs and where they may have 
come from, around how abundantly resourced you truly are!  

 
 
Pictured left is me breastfeeding my only child and son, Sekai. I place this here as a reminder 
that as Gaia represents our great Mother Earth and our own physical bodies, she also 
represents ABUNDANCE.  
 
Just as our Earth abundantly provides for us everything we truly need (when living in 
Harmony with Her), our bodies do the same for every cell that lives within every organ and 
aspect of our being. In our bodies, the universal nutrient (or you can even think of it as the 
body’s economic currency system) is a molecule called ATP (Adenosine Tri-Phosphate). Every 
cell needs and biochemical reaction NEEDS ATP to survive and thrive.  
 
In similar ways, mammalian infants also require a universal form of energy in the form of 
breast milk.  
 
I had a huge revelation about what it means to have an “abundance mindset” (or lack 
thereof) as a new mother finding a new rhythm and flow with breastfeeding Sekai. I quickly 
became inundated, as most new mothers do, with other people’s beliefs about how, where, 
and when I should nurse our child. For the most part, the messaging around this aspect of 
mothering was about limiting how much I nurse and keeping to a strict schedule. Along with 
the messaging of public breastfeeding being inappropriate, it was all truly overwhelming.  
 
As I tuned out the world around me and tuned into my inner world and the subtle 
communications between me and Sekai, I got a very different message. I got the message 

that I have an opportunity to imprint something different into this child’s experience and beliefs of how the world around him “provides” for 
him. Just as the Sun would never consciously put an unnatural “limit” on how much or how often it beams us with its rays of nourishing and 
energizing light, I thought why would I do that to our child? Indeed, our bodies would never create a system of limiting how much ATP a cell 
can have to live out its purpose in our bodies. As one of my mentors, Elisabet Sahtouris, would say, “The heart would never tell the liver it 
refuses to pump any more blood to it because it’s late on its bills or because it’s tired and needs a good night of sleep.” No, that’s not how 
Mother Nature, or Gaia, works. Mama Gaia provides abundantly and the animals, plants, and other Life forms, take what they need, letting 
the rest flow on to wherever it’s needed next.  
 
Not only that, Mother Nature doesn’t tell the trees and the creatures of the Earth when to eat and how much to eat. In fact, every tree, every 
insect, every animal, and form of Life, that we know of, carries within it a biological intelligence and wisdom wired into every cell of its being 
that “knows” exactly how much it needs and when. And our human babies are no different. And WE adults are no different! I often wonder 
how much healthier humans would be if we got the messaging early on that we KNOW what we need, as long as we LISTEN TO OUR 
BODIES. For most of us, our first experience of not only being exposed to the idea that “resources are limited”, but also that we don’t know 
what or how much our bodies need, was when we were infants. This disempowered way of relating to the world around us is carried with us 
into adulthood and the cycle repeats. That is, unless we do something to break it.  
 
I feel compelled to note that in those situations that cells and “Life” do NOT operate according to the natural principles of taking and using 
only what it needs, we call this cancer or a some form of “cancer”.  
 
Given these realizations, I decided to go with what felt good and easy (and NATURAL!) in my body and with Sekai. As I did, it became easier 
and easier, and we fell into a beautiful rhythm and flow. Granted, he ended up practically glued to my boob for a straight two years! I caught 
grief from many friends, family members, and even my husband. They said things like, “You can’t let him nurse whenever he wants to! You’re 
going to spoil him by doing that. You need to put your needs for sleep above his needs for nursing. He needs to learn that he can’t have 
whatever he wants when he wants it.” 
 
I do agree that every child must learn limitations and that he or she cannot have anything they want anytime they want. I also believe, 
however, that there is plenty of time to learn those harder lessons later in life. And when I asked myself what kind of ontology (belief system) 
I want to lay down for my child’s foundation of beliefs, I chose ABUNDANCE. Bottom line is what is right for one mother and infant is not 
necessarily right for another. I also acknowledge that for some mothers, breast milk is sadly not abundant. So, by no means am I advocating 
that how I chose to nurse was the “right” way.  
 
All I know is that in utero, Sekai was nourished by the placenta and by my body according to his own innate wisdom. There was no “schedule” 
or governing body he had to live by in the Womb, so why should there suddenly be a schedule outside of the Womb? There were a few 
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weeks, I will admit, that I did try to implement a feeding schedule. And what I realized is, “Wow, so THIS is where it begins… the messaging 
of “not enough”… the imprinting of the belief that I am NOT abundantly resourced.”  
 
I couldn’t “reason” with my 3-week old infant about why the world works on variously different schedules. And I didn’t want to. I felt a more 
powerful message to his subconscious being is that, “The world around you is infinitely abundant and will always provide.”  
 
I know many of you have not had the experience of breastfeeding, and that’s ok! You don’t have to have this experience to know and 
appreciate the TRUTH of just how ABUNDANT Life Source Energy truly is.  All of us, however, were infants at one time in our lives and were 
imprinted with various messages about the world around us. And at this point of your FEMININE FIRE BIRTH journey, your beliefs will hugely 
affect and shape the journey of giving rise to the seeds you will plant in Earth and in your beautiful, pregnant, Annamaya Kosha. 
 
By the end of this Spiral, you will be one-third of the way through your sacred pregnancy. As your vision seed grows in utero, try to 
remember that this beautiful embryonic vision is being resourced and nourished without you having to “do” or “figure out” anything. So on 
those days you are feeling “unresourced” or uninspired, rest assured, that there are cosmic and biological forces resourcing you and your 
visions whether you are conscious of it or not.  
 

INNER FIRE WISDOM JOURNALING QUESTIONS: Do you believe the world is abundant? Do you 
believe you are abundantly resourced to live out your purpose? Or do you believe you must work 
really hard to be worthy of being abundantly resourced? How do you embody the essence of your 
abundance?  
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KEY CONCEPTS FOR SFAI CERTIFICATION TRACK 
Part of why this section of the guide has taken longer to “complete” for you all is because I am re-purposing 
Soul Flow Alchemy guides from past years that include content that goes beyond the scope of this 9 month 
sister journey. I did not want to overwhelm any of you with too much science or information, so I started scaling 
back. However, this became a tedious process, plus, I know now how much you all LOVE science!  
 
So, this is my solution. Instead of scaling back, I am leaving this next section in your guides, with the disclaimer 
that we will NOT be covering the majority of this within your 9-month journey. Several of you are already on 
track for certification and for those of you still considering continuing your training with us, below is an glimpse 
of topics and concepts that we will dive into more deeply for facilitators, yoga or movement teachers, health 
professionals and life coaches to better serve their clients, students and beyond. For the rest of you, consider 
this “brain candy”.  

 
Key Concepts: 
 

v Truth lives in the Physical Body, mind and body are 
not separate!  

v The Brain and Nervous System   
o The Triune Brain (Survival, Emotional, 

Thinking) 
o The human brain contains approximately 100 

billion neurons – about the same number of 
stars in the galaxy 

o The Neuron and the Synapse 
o Neurons that FIRE together WIRE together 
o Juggling increases Brain White Matter Study! 

(Scholz, et al., 2009) 
 
 
o  
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o Central Nervous System (CNS) and Peripheral Nervous System (PNS) 
o Voluntary Nervous System (VNS) and Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) 
o Sympathetic Nervous System (Speed Up) and Parasympathetic Nervous System (Slow 

Down) 
 

v Brain Structures Involved in Supporting Flow – An Overview 
v 4 Neurophysiological Systems involved with “FLOW” and EMBODIED FLOW 

ARTS: 
o The Stress System (Fire) 
o The Mesolimbic Dopamine “Reward” System 
o The Emotional/Limbic System (Water) 

§ Limbic Resonance/Attunement 
o The Heart – Brain System 

§ Entrainment 
 

v SHIFTING THE NERVOUS SYSTEM 
o Evolutionary development of Triune Brain 
o Role of the Body and the Heart  
o ROLE OF PHYSICAL POSTURE! 
o 3 Magic Words 

§ Neuroplasticity 
§ Somatics 
§ Ontology 

v SOMATICS & NEUROPLASTICITY.  
o Gift of Confusion and Awkwardness. When we create chaos in the body in a safe 

and playful way, we break up old holding patterns, including trauma stuck inside the 
body. We also break up holding patterns in the brain, old thinking patterns, and in that 
soup of confusion, new connections can be made. There’s very little that we do in our 
day-to-day lives that forces us to synchronize the right & left brain in a playful way, so… 
play and flow on friends!  

o Whole-Brain Functioning. We did 
this naturally from in the womb until 
the age of about 6 yrs. old. It is in this 
synchronized state that our 
subconscious programming was laid 
down as children. We can re-program 
by engaging activities that require 
whole-brain functioning (engaging the 
right & the left) and coupling the 
activity with affirmations. This is the 
basis of several energy psychology 
modalities including EMDR, NLP, EFT, 
and PSYCH-K. This is also the basis 
for many somatic healing modalities.  

o Somatic Flow Technique (SFT). Belief re-patterning process using specific hoop and 
poi flow movements  

v PRACTICE & REPITITON. This is the way to EMBODIMENT. So coming back to re-wiring new 
pathways, new ways of being… It takes about 100 repetitions to even begin to create a new 
habit, 300 to shift muscle memory and 3000 repetitions to do it without thinking anymore (which 
by the way is embodiment!)  
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v NEUROSCIENCE OF LEARNING & MESOLIMBIC DA SYSTEM. The structure/system 
that Nature created to support the process of learning has to do with dopamine and the brain’s 
reward pathway. When neurons fire together in synchronicity as new associations are made, 
there is a huge spike of dopamine. This spike 
feels really good to us and in fact, is the very 
system that gets hijacked by cocaine. The 
most natural activator of the dopamine spike 
we have is learning something new. Drugs of 
abuse eat away at our ability to experience 
“dopamine spikes” from natural rewards, 
including learning, and even love. In the flow 
arts, this is the system that gets us hooked 
and “high” naturally!  

v There is a powerful connection between 
music, dance and the mesolimbic dopamine 
system. So, combining music with exercise in 
dance can increase accessibility, enjoyability, 
and motivation. Music will also help in 
improving mood and stimulating cognition. 
The benefits are magnified when engaging 
dance or any movement art in a 
community/group setting.  
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NEURO-SOMATIC FLOW TECHNIQUE™ (NSFT) EXERCISE 
(learn more about this in our training program!) 

 
 
Template Statement: 
 
Even though I (brief description of negative emotion, belief, addiction, or other problems you 
want to address)                , I deeply and completely love and accept myself.  
 
Affirmation Statement: 
 
Today, I am the power and presence of creating ____________________________________.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 


